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Trish Biddle - Glamorous Women in Fabulous Places is now exhibiting at Blue Moon Gallery,
Grapevine
By Bryan Biddle
Dated: Jun 17, 2010

Contemporary artist Trish Biddle , creator of the Glamorous Women in Fabulous Places line of paintings,
is now exhibiting at the Blue Moon Gallery in historic Grapevine, Texas, on Main Street.
Contemporary artist Trish Biddle , creator of the Glamorous Women in Fabulous Places line of paintings, is
now exhibiting at the Blue Moon Gallery in historic Grapevine, Texas, on Main Street. She will be showing
her extremely rare floral original oil paintings, and other popular limited edition giclees.
Blue Moon Gallery is a unique and entertaining gallery in the center of historic downtown Grapevine,
Texas. The gallery features a wide variety of art, fine craft, jewelry and hand-crafted gifts, and now Trish
Biddle originals and prints. The gallery has been open since 2004 and is located at 412 S. Main St.
Grapevine, Texas 76051. The gallery is right across the street from where Stems used to be.
For further information, visit www.trishbiddle.com, e-mail artist@trishbiddle.com or contact Bryan Biddle
at 1-(800)-824-1577 (Toll Free).
###
Trish Biddle is a painter that creates Art Deco-flavored works infused with humor and mystery. Originally
an illustrator and textile designer, Biddle employs a style immersed in broad, luxurious brushstrokes and
rich, plush colors to capture the era’s fashion, elegance and simplicity. Biddle intentionally obscures the
faces of her subjects so viewers can invent their own romantic storylines. She paints figurative works (often
featuring horses), florals, fashion and children’s art. Published worldwide, Biddle's works are featured in
numerous corporate and private collections.
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